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Abstract. In this paper, we study Π1− surfaces of biharmonic constant Π1− slope
curves according to type-2 Bishop in the SOL3. We characterize the Π1− surfaces of
biharmonic constant Π1− slope curves in terms of their Bishop curvatures. Finally,
we find out their explicit parametric equations in the SOL3.
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1. Introduction

A ruled surface can be generated by the motion of a line in space, similar to the way
a curve can be generated by the motion of a point. A 3D surface is called ruled if
through each of its points passes at least one line that lies entirely on that surface.

In this paper, we study Π1− surfaces of biharmonic constant Π1− slope curves
according to type-2 Bishop in the SOL3. We characterize the Π1− surfaces of
biharmonic constant Π1− slope curves in terms of their Bishop curvatures. Finally,
we find out their explicit parametric equations in the SOL3.

2. Riemannian Structure of Sol Space SOL3

Sol space, one of Thurston’s eight 3-dimensional geometries, can be viewed as R3

provided with Riemannian metric

gSOL3 = e2zdx2 + e−2zdy2 + dz2,

where (x, y, z) are the standard coordinates in R3 [16].
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Note that the Sol metric can also be written as:

gSOL3 =
3∑

i=1

ωi ⊗ ωi,

where
ω1 = ezdx, ω2 = e−zdy, ω3 = dz,

and the orthonormal basis dual to the 1-forms is

e1 = e−z ∂

∂x
,mathbfe2 = ez ∂

∂y
, e3 =

∂

∂z
. (2.1)

3. Biharmonic Constant Π1−Slope Curves according to New Type-2

Bishop Frame in Sol Space SOL3

Assume that {T,N,B} be the Frenet frame field along γ. Then, the Frenet frame
satisfies the following Frenet–Serret equations:

∇TT = κN,

∇TN = −κT + τB, (1)
∇TB = −τN,

where κ is the curvature of γ and τ its torsion and

gSOL3 (T,T) = 1, gSOL3 (N,N) = 1, gSOL3 (B,B) = 1,

gSOL3 (T,N) = gSOL3 (T,B) = gSOL3 (N,B) = 0.

The Bishop frame or parallel transport frame is an alternative approach to defin-
ing a moving frame that is well defined even when the curve has vanishing second
derivative. The Bishop frame is expressed as

∇TT = k1M1 + k2M2,

∇TM1 = −k1T, (2)
∇TM2 = −k2T,

where

gSOL3 (T,T) = 1, gSOL3 (M1,M1) = 1, gSOL3 (M2,M2) = 1, (3)
gSOL3 (T,M1) = gSOL3 (T,M2) = gSOL3 (M1,M2) = 0.
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Here, we shall call the set {T,M1,M2} as Bishop trihedra, k1 and k2 as Bishop
curvatures and U (s) = arctan k2

k1
, τ(s) = U′ (s) and κ(s) =

√
k2

1 + k2
2.

Let γ be a unit speed regular curve in SOL3 and (3.1) be its Frenet–Serret
frame. Let us express a relatively parallel adapted frame:

∇TΠ1 = −ε1B,

∇TΠ2 = −ε2B, (4)
∇TB = ε1Π1 + ε2Π2,

where

gSOL3 (B,B) = 1, gSOL3 (Π1,Π1) = 1, gSOL3 (Π2,Π2) = 1,

gSOL3 (B,Π1) = gSOL3 (B,Π2) = gSOL3 (Π1,Π2) = 0.

We shall call this frame as Type-2 Bishop Frame. In order to investigate this
new frame’s relation with Frenet–Serret frame, first we write

τ =
√

ε21 + ε22. (3.5)

The relation matrix between Frenet–Serret and type-2 Bishop frames can be
expressed

T = sinA (s)Π1 − cos A (s)Π2,

N = cos A (s)Π1 + sin A (s)Π2,

B= B.

So by (3.5), we may express

ε1 = −τ cos A (s) ,

ε2 = −τ sinA (s) .

By this way, we conclude

A (s) = arctan
ε2
ε1

.

The frame {Π1,Π2,B} is properly oriented, and τ and A (s) =
∫ s
0 κ(s)ds are

polar coordinates for the curve γ. We shall call the set {Π1,Π2,B, ε1,ε2} as type-2
Bishop invariants of the curve γ, [22].

With respect to the orthonormal basis {e1, e2, e3}, we can write

Π1 = π1
1e1 + π2

1e2 + π3
1e3,

Π2 = π1
2e1 + π2

2e2 + π3
2e3. (5)

B = B1e1 + B2e2 + B3e3,
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Theorem 1. Let γ : I −→ SOL3 be a unit speed non-geodesic biharmonic con-
stant Π1−slope curves according to type-2 Bishop frame in the SOL3. Then, the
parametric equations of γ are

x (s) =
∫

e
1
κ

cos[κs] cos E− 1
κ

sin[κs] sin E−R3 [sin [κs] sinE cos [R1s +R2]

− cos [κs] cos E cos [R1s +R2]]ds, (6)

y (s) =
∫

e−
1
κ

cos[κs] cos E+ 1
κ

sin[κs] sin E+R3 [sin [κs] sinE sin [R1s +R2]

− cos [κs] cos E sin [R1s +R2]]ds,

z (s) = −1
κ

cos [κs] cos E+
1
κ

sin [κs] sinE+R3,

where R1,R2,R3 are constants of integration, [13].

Fig. 1.

4. Π1− Surfaces of Biharmonic Constant Π1−Slope Curves according

to New Type-2 Bishop Frame in Sol Space SOL3

The purpose of this section is to study Π1− surfaces of biharmonic constant Π1−slope
curves according to new type-2 Bishop frame in Sol space SOL3

The Π1− surface of γ is a ruled surface

B (s, u) = γ (s) + uΠ1. (4.1)

Theorem 2. Let γ : I −→ SOL3 be a unit speed non-geodesic biharmonic constant
Π1−slope curve according to type-2 Bishop frame and B its Π1− surface in the
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SOL3. Then, the equation of B is

B (s, u) = [e−
1
κ

cos[κs] cos E+ 1
κ

sin[κs] sin E+R3

∫
e

1
κ

cos[κs] cos E− 1
κ

sin[κs] sin E−R3

[sin [κs] sinE cos [R1s +R2]− cos [κs] cos E cos [R1s +R2]]ds

+u sinE cos [R1s +R2]]e1 (7)

+[e
1
κ

cos[κs] cos E− 1
κ

sin[κs] sin E−R3

∫
e−

1
κ

cos[κs] cos E+ 1
κ

sin[κs] sin E+R3

[sin [κs] sinE sin [R1s +R2]− cos [κs] cos E sin [R1s +R2]]ds

+u sinE sin [R1s +R2]]e2

+[− 1
κ

cos [κs] cos E+
1
κ

sin [κs] sinE+R3 + u cos E]e3,

where R1,R2,R3 are constants of integration.

Proof. We assume that γ is a unit speed biharmonic constant Π1−slope curve ac-
cording to type-2 Bishop frame and in the SOL3.

The vector Π1 is a unit vector, we have the following equation

Π1 = sinE cos [R1s +R2] e1 + sin E sin [R1s +R2] e2 + cos Ee3, (4.3)

where R1,R2 ∈ R.
Substituting (4.3) to (4.1), we have (4.2). Thus, the proof is completed.

We can prove the following interesting main result.

Theorem 3. Let γ : I −→ SOL3 be a unit speed non-geodesic biharmonic constant
Π1−slope curve according to type-2 Bishop frame and B its Π1− surface in the
SOL3. Then, the parametric equations of B are

xB (s, u) = e−[− 1
κ

cos[κs] cos E+ 1
κ

sin[κs] sin E+R3+u cos E][e−
1
κ

cos[κs] cos E+ 1
κ

sin[κs] sin E+R3∫
e

1
κ

cos[κs] cos E− 1
κ

sin[κs] sin E−R3 [sin [κs] sinE cos [R1s +R2]

− cos [κs] cos E cos [R1s +R2]]ds + u sinE cos [R1s +R2]],

yB (s, u) = e[− 1
κ

cos[κs] cos E+ 1
κ

sin[κs] sin E+R3+u cos E][e
1
κ

cos[κs] cos E− 1
κ

sin[κs] sin E−R3(8)∫
e−

1
κ

cos[κs] cos E+ 1
κ

sin[κs] sin E+R3 [sin [κs] sinE sin [R1s +R2]

− cos [κs] cos E sin [R1s +R2]]ds + u sinE sin [R1s +R2]],

zB (s, u) = −1
κ

cos [κs] cos E+
1
κ

sin [κs] sinE+R3 + u cos E,

where R1,R2,R3 are constants of integration.
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Proof. The parametric equations of B can be found from (4.1), (4.2). This concludes
the proof of Theorem.

From above theorem, we have

Fig. 2.

Fig. 3.

Thus, we proved the following:

Theorem 4. Let γ : I −→ SOL3 be a unit speed non-geodesic biharmonic constant
Π1−slope curve according to type-2 Bishop frame and B its Π1− surface in the
SOL3. Then, normal of B is

NB = [− cos [κs] sin [R1s +R2]−uε1 cos E cos [R1s +R2]]e1

+[cos [κs] cos [C1s + C2]−uε1 cos E sin [R1s +R2]]e2+uε1 sinEe3,
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where R1,R2 are constants of integration.

Corollary 4.3. Let γ : I −→ SOL3 be a unit speed non-geodesic biharmonic
constant Π1−slope curve according to type-2 Bishop frame and B its Π1− surface
in the SOL3. Then, normal of B is

NB = [− cos [κs] sin [R1s +R2]−uε1 cos E cos [R1s +R2]]e1

+[cos [κs] cos [C1s + C2]−uε1 cos E sin [R1s +R2]]e2+uε1 sinEe3,

where R1,R2 are constants of integration.
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